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Spatial choreography exploring the volume of the scene, Phoenix brings together
four dancers and aerial disrupting avatars - robotic drones - which evoke both
child’s toys than the war machines of our current time. The choreography, mixing
contemporary dance and Dabke (a traditional Arabic dance) questions the bodydrones relationship and the scenic potential of drones to divert the disembodied
and traumatic aesthetics of the images they capture - a panoptic point of view
reprojected to the plateau. The dancers intervene to deconstruct them. They
will choose various features (orientation, frame, color, speed...) to translate and
reembody the dance in their own bodies. Then, like a « window on the world»,
the screen will deliver a video captured in live by the webcam of a drone in Beirut
: over there, in a refugee camp, people will create their own echos to the dance.
Rerouting the disembodied and traumatic aesthetic of the drone, to get closer to
the human face, our Phoenix will be collective.
Phoenix was designed after a trip to Beirut to discover the young Lebanese scene. Following his
previous performance School of moon created with children dancers and humanoid robots, Eric Minh
Cuong Castaing (choreographer and visual artist, graduated from the «Ecole de l’image les Gobelins»
in Paris) poursues his research on the human and the non-human movements, questionning the
perceptions and the representations of the public of the digital age. Since 2011, his company Shonen
mixes dance and new technologies. He created four choreographic pieces, a short film and several
visuals arts installations or performances.
(1) The panoptic eye of the drone refers to the concept of god’s eye formulated by the philosopher Gregory
Chamayou ( «drone Theory » l’édition la Fabrique, 2013).

VIDEO OF FIRST RESEARCH
http://shonen.info/phenix-2015/
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DRAMATURGY
PART I – UNDER THE DRONES
This first part explores the relationship between the body and the drone; The formal dimension of the
latter on an immaculate and silent scene where reason for the vomiting of the machines. The disturbing strangeness of the object, like a toy that seems to come to life, enters a troubled relationship
with the performers, engaged in a dance combining writing, protocols of action and improvisation.
The drone, for the dancer, creates a particular tension; It is a deafening breath, the possibility of
an accidental impact. But also it creates a fascination and an unusual empathy, for the robot which
seems to react or arouse proposals, operated in real time by professional drone drivers. He is a «neutral» partner, however, an «alterity» with a minimal personality, almost a mirror, which exalts the
personality and peculiarities of each interpreter, according to what the latter unconsciously projects
on this moving object. Following short solos involving the dancers in man-machine close-ups, or
exploiting the drone as an extension of the body, materializing the lines in space, a group will explore
the scenic potential of the association drones-dancers, working by the scene in its volume and its verticality (then, the scene becomes plane, troubling the renaissance humanist perspective composed
on the human scale).
PART II - THE PANOPTIC EYE
Slipping from an experimental regime focusing on the reality of the scene towards a fiction regime,
the second part evokes the polysemy of the drone, notably its political dimension - the war drone (the
panoptic eye) and its traumatic aesthetics. The choreography is organized around a reference: the
dabke* (in Arabic, «kick»), fragments of this traditional festive dance hybridizing the gesture of the
interpreters. The choreography is placed «under surveillance», mapped by the drones. The images
captured by the latter are revealed, reprojected on a transparent screen positioned at the front of the
stage, like a trace, a cartography of past events subject to our gaze, so many fragmentary points of
view of the plastic evolution of the piece. On the set, the four dancers are part of another choreographic paradigm, engaging in an abstract dance, in a process of visual and analytical translation of their
own images, from the zenithal point of view of the drone. In a work of observation and selection of
data transmitted by the image (its orientation, its colors, simple shapes, 2D image or 3D replay ...),
the dancers develop the fruit of their reasoning. They compose a mobile landscape, made from variations nourished by their individualities and body states. In connection with their environment and the
images around them, they compose contrasts and harmonies, symmetries and ensembles. Then it
is the regime of the image that comes to scale. The photographs come alive, animated, in an aesthetic close to the video game (but it also refer to the work of Cunningham via Live Forms software).
Disembodied body now appear on the screens. Those images move, introduce in the global composition new regulations, such as speed, pace, energy ... leading to a more opened relationship, festive,
between the dancers’ bodies and the images.
PART III – THE WINDOW
The dancers evacuate the scene and the picture continues its process of incarnation. It defines silhouettes increasingly clear. It get rich textures, drawn dancing bodies and faces increasingly realistic,
in an aesthetic closer to the documentary film. Then the screen goes black and opens finally on the
webcam of a drone. This drone captures images in real time in a camp for Syrian refugees in Beirut.
The public is faced with a family and the people around them in their daily environment. They talk
and they dance, they look to convey something to us through the voice and body, their own langage.
Then the drone goes away more and more, takes a step back. The image takes a distance (again) with
the human faces, the actions, the songs ... We gradually return to an overview, to a cartographic and
disembodied image of the drone, seing the camp where life goes on.
END.

x

* The dabke - in Arabic, «kick» - is a type of folk dance known in the Levant, with several regional versions. This is a
group dance in rows, where the dancers hold hands and hit the ground heavily foot. It is often danced at weddings
and parties

PHOENIX, AN INVOLVED PIECE?

Three questions to Eric MCC by Marine Relinger, journalist

For what is this title, «Phoenix»?

The play evokes the drone in its polysemy, drone of leisure or drone of war. We also explore
its scenic potential and the drone - body relationship in a formal and aesthetic way. We
call «drone» realities that have nothing to do - leisure drone is a flying machine - and the
drone war - which is a problematic system that replays the question of human responsibility in the wars of Twenty-first century. The drone of war, a system very clearly analyzed by the philosopher Grégoire Chamayou* in his book «Theory of the Drone» (ed. La
Fabrique, 2013), is the subject from which we started to build this piece. The drone targets
the bodies, to annihilate them. Even when it does not kill, it is felt by the people, in the
areas where it is used, as a permanent threat, with a significant psychological impact. The
Phoenix is survival. The dancing bodies of Phoenix, to those we will see in the third part of
the play, filmed live from Beirut, is a symbol for it, because the survival of the man will be
collective.

Installation of artist Jannane Al-Ani - film Shadow sites V

The presence of drones, in particular used by the American army in the Middle East,
evokes the international politics. Phoenix is «involved» piece?

Not politically. More exactly, Phoenix has no documentary claim and does not enter within the
framework of a political communication. The dance allows joining a non-narrative space of
perception. And the objective is that this space of perception is opened, to question the representations of the spectator. The place of representation is not then a place of resolution, it works
the other way around: the weakness, the indecisive. There is nevertheless a global subject, which
is not a stand: the eye panoptic. This is the way the philosopher Gregoire Chamayou qualifies
drones, which evoke both kid’s toys, our society of generalized surveillance or the war.
For one we choose to use the drone to get closer to the human face. We push this new logic to
an end where the drone will be used as a «window on the world» : it will show people dancing a
refugee camp in Beirut (Liban) broadcasted by the webcam fixed on the robot. But this part will
be write and choregraphed (it will not be free composition or improvisation). Because we do not
stand to documente anithing but to deal with empathie, to speak about emotions. The people
in the camp will adress some words to the public, but they will speak in their own langage. The
difference, the impression to have difficulties to understand, the frustration or impuissance, but in
the same time the empathie are some notions that can rise and that are real... The Phoenix, here,
is our awareness of our common humanity.

Moreover, the drone, on a theater stage, poses aesthetic and choreographic stakes ...
Effectively. The drone explores the scene in its volume and its verticality, allows to multiply
the points of view, to «map» the plastic evolutions of the bodies and the space, to stage various dance relations (a solo based on l ‘Improvisation and musicality, a conceptual trio based
on the observation and deconstruction of the image ...) With the webcam that opens at the
end on an elsewhere and a now, I also ask the question: What to invoke different cultures of
bodies on stage, within the framework of a representation of dance? I wanted to go beyond,
to film an off-field, in real time and over there, dancing bodies.

* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Da9pMlBI6OI : interview with Grégoire Chamayou (Théorie du Drone,
éd. La Fabrique, 2013)

A PROJECT ART &SCIENCE : THE DRONES
After the use of humanoid robots in the «School
of Moon» room, Shonen Co. is studying the
drone for the «Phoenix» play. If the drones were
used in concerts or shows of short duration,
Phoenix will explore the material of the drone,
the animal object, its support on the air, its
breath, its possibility to fly and finally its characteristic noise. The work will therefore be linked
to that of the dancers, an integral part of the
research process through the residences.

ENERGY AUTONOMY (keep at least 20 minutes in
flight)
A work of optimization of the design in partnership
with the Dronelab makes it possible to limit the
losses of energy and to prolong the flight.

LOCATION
The autonomy of drones is the challenge of this
A partnership is developped with Aix -Marseille project. Outdoors, most drones use GPS. Indoors,
université, institut des sciences du mouvement so far, these are extremely expensive and costly
motion capture devices that are used. Following
and the compagny Dronimages.Phoenix is a
the work carried out within the framework of our
federating research project that allows numepartnership with the RIS (Robotics and InteractionS)
rous meetings between modelers, companies,
researchers and artists. The main technological cluster of the LAAS laboratory in Toulouse, which
allowed us to meet specialist drones with visual serpartners are the DroneLab of Toulouse (http://
www.artilect.fr/dronelab/) and the CNRS-RIS of voing of the Polytechnic University of Madrid (see
link video ) We have retained an alternative device.
LAAS (https://www.laas.fr/public/fr/ris). These
Art Science partnerships are based on 6 research Either the use of augmented reality tags which, as
seen by drones, make it possible to locate themselpillars:
ves. Other alternatives exist and are not discarded
(use of the virtual reality device HTC Vive).
FLYING
Tests and stabilization in partnership with the
NOISE CONTROL
Dronelab of Toulouse. This association brings
The drones are equipped with motors called
together enthusiasts of drones. This commu«brushless» which have a very characteristic noise.
nity is extremely skilled in the ever-changing
A work on modulation will be realized with the
technologies of the drone but also in manual
sound designers Alexandre Bouvier and Grégoire Sipiloting, which is the basis of the project.
mon. It is still an unusual area that is explored here.
SECURITY OF PUBLIC AND DANCERS
The drone, with its power of 1KW and rotating SATELLITE CONNECTION
speed of 30,000 rpm propellers can be seen as For the play, there needs to be a video link between
a sharp machine. After a research and analysis the stage and Lebanon. As there is often no Internet, a partnership is underway with structures for
of different commercial drones, it was finally
decided to make a drone specific to the piece: satellite links such as the César project of the Center
National Etudes Spatiales (CNES) of Toulouse.
the Poppy drone. It is fully shielded and is
manufactured from 3D (polylactic acid) printed
parts and fiberglass rods. It is a cross between
a kite and a racing drone. The drone is inspired
by the «maker» movement and is entirely
open-source (plans: here). This drone will be
already in several copies throughout the world
at the premiere of the show.

Tracking by tag on augmented reality

THE TEAM
ERIC MINH CUONG CASTAING choreographer
(Paris)

Born in 1979 and creator in the cartoon film (awarded a diploma
by l’école de l’image Les Gobelins), Eric MCC is an artist associated with the national Ballet of Marseille (2016-2018). He created
in 2007 Shonen, producing pieces, movies & installations which
mix dance and visual arts by the new technologies. Within a said
generation “post-Internet”, he questions on stage the perception and the representations of the body in the era of the digital
technology, appeal to professional and amateur interpreters, to
dance in his diversity. Eric MCC integrated into 2012 the European
network Modul Dance, and collaborates with other artists of his
generation stemming from the scene or the visual arts (Silvia
Costa, Alessandro Sciarroni, Pauline Simon, …) in an optics of
experiment crossing the practices. Stemming from the scene hiphop, he formed in the contemporary dance with Juha Marsalo,
Mark Tompkins and Nacera Belaza, then in the dance buto beside
Carlotta Ikeda and Gyohei Zaitsu. In 2012, he danced for the visual
artist & choreographer Va Wolfl (cie NEUERTANZ) for the creation “Ich sah: Das Lamm auf dem Berg Zion, Offb. 14,1”
PAULINE SIMON dancer & assistant choreographer (Paris)
Pauline practises the contemporary dance in the CNR of Lyon
and to the upper academy, CNSMD in Paris, forming besides
in the martial arts, in the theater, in the dance and contact,
in the amateur music and in the pedagogy (DE in the CND in
2007). She works as interpreter with Nathalie Pernette, Joanne
Leighton (CCN of Belfort), Nina Santes, Mickaël Phelippeau,
Duncan Evennou, Ulla von Brandeburg, accompanies the projects of “ le sous-sol”, of the collective Peeping Tom, “ la vente
aux enchères” Ambra Senatore , Volmir Cordeiro ( Ines) or Eric
Minh Cuong Castaing (School of Moon) and develops since 2012
its own creations with the association SUPRABENIGNE or in
collaboration (Perlaborer, Subjet à vif 2013, Avignon).
NORBERT PAPE dancer ( Francfort)
Norbert, been born in 1981, is awarded a diploma by contemporary and classic dance in Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Kunst Francfort-sur-le-Main. He danced for Noé Soulier,
Mette Ingvartsen. He developed a platform of exchange for the
community of the dance ( Roundrobin.ecite.org) in association
with William Forsythe, Dieter Heitkamp, Nancy Stark Smith,
Eckhard Mueller and Tinu Hettich. He created, in collaboration,
rooms(parts,plays) “ Mittendrinnen “, the opera “ ZERO PLAY “
and “ I AM YOURS “. He contributed to the creation of the festival of dance Tanzpanorama in Frankfurt and established, with
Nina Vallon and Kristina Veit, a labor syndicate of independent
artists (ID_Frankfurt / Independent Dance).
NANS PIERSON dancer (Avignon)
28 years, is formed to the Dancing school of the Opera of Paris.
In 2007 he participates in Dragged Program of San Francisco
Ballet. From 2008 till 2012 he dances for the corps de ballet
of the Opera of Paris. He creates then his company The Blue
Sphere and works as choreographer, dancer, performance artist
for diverse artists. Since July, 2014 he decides to dedicate itself
to the search in contemporary dance and dance mainly for the
choreographer Noé Soulier (Movement Materials, 2014 - Removing, 2015 - Actions, on 2016) and collaborate in a reflection
on the maritime landscapes with the collective l’ Ecumerie.

ALESSANDRO SCARRIONI artistic collaboration (Italie)
Alessandro Sciarroni is an Italian choreographer, formed in
visual arts and in theatrical search. His works plan professionals’ participation resulting from various disciplines
and are represented as well in contemporary festivals of
dance and theater as in museums, art galleries and other
non-conventional places. His shows (Folk songs, Untitled
...) were presented in 21 European countries, in Uruguay
(FICU) and in the United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi art fair).
The Autumn festival of Paris which dedicates him in 2014 a
monographic retrospective in various theaters of the city.

ARKADI ZAIDES artistic collaboration (Israel -France)
Born in 1979 and native of Belarus, Arkadi Zaides joins Israel
in 1990 and joins Batsheva Dance Company. In 2014 he is
awarded a diploma in Master’s degree of choreography to
the drama school of Amsterdam, in the Netherlands. His
work explores the theme of to live together in a shared and
conflicting environment, making dance together Jewish
and Arabic Israeli. His piece Archives (2014) made 80 dates
in the world. His artistic commitment was the target of censorship in its country of origin and he settled his company
in 2015 in France, to Villeurbanne, while pursuing its work
developed between Israel and occupied territories.
THOMAS PEYRUSE researcher-engineer (Toulouse)
Thomas Peyruse, engineer qualified roboticist of the École
Centrale(French engineering school) of Nantes, worked
as consultant moved forward in the control of trajectory
of satellites and civil planes of Airbus during 8 years. He so
became technical referent in interface of flight. Since 2015,
he leads full-time his own researches in robotics and, also
actor and clown, intervenes in the field of the live performance.

ALEXANDRE BOUVIER composer and sound designer
(Paris)
Professor of Computer-aided Music to the academy of
Pierrefitte-sur-Seine, he forms in the electroacoustic music,
in the computer-aided composition, in the current musics
and in the IT programming of all kinds (CRD of Dieppe,
CRR Aubervilliers, CRR of Paris, studies in computing to the
University of Technology of Rouen). DJ and electronic Music
producer, he collabare with several companies (Shonen,
2minimum, Gaetan Brun Picard, Jann Gallois, Cie of the
point of assembly, Mike Sens, Benjamin Kauffman, Joachim
Serreau).
GRÉGOIRE FAUCHEUX scenographer (Paris)
After studies of architecture to the graduate school of
architecture of Paris-La-Villette, Grégoire Faucheux forms
in the scenography to the graduate school of the arts and
techniques of the theater in Lyon. He worked with the film
directors and the authors Jalie Barcilon, Olivier Coulon
Jablonka, Samuel Gallet and Jonathan Pontier or still Oliver
Letellier and collaborates with director Anne-Margrit Leclerc,
the choreographer Eric Minh Cuong Castaing and the interpreter Laurent Fraunié today. His essay entitled “ Mirrors
and reflections: the thoughtful spectator “ is published in the
European university Publishing.
SEBASTIEN LEFÈVRE light (Lyon)
His personal creations are shown on the party(holiday) of
the lights of Lyon (where he will be present in December,
16), in Poitiers or in Leipzig for the illumination of cathedrals.
His installation “ Poetry of east light of west “ is installed
everything the winters until 2018 on The island Rousseau of
Geneva. He collaborates as creator light with various companies of dance and theater as Shonen d’ Eric Minh Cuong
Castaing, Cie Sandrine Anglade, and Alessandro Sciarroni.
MARINE RELINGER Dramaturge (Paris)
Marine Relinger is a journalist, an art critic and a playwright.
Awarded a diploma by the school of journalism CFPJ and
trained at the School of the Louvre, she turned to the criticism of the visual arts, with a particular interest for the emergence. She writes for the non-specialized and specialized
press (Télérama, Technikart; Evene.lefigaro.fr, the review
Mouvement, the American site US SFAQ), catalogs (Prize
Revelations Emerige on 2016, “ 20 years of dance “ published
by the CDC Toulouse and collaborates with commissioners of
exhibition such Nicolas Bourriaud and Gaël Charbau.
Gaetan Brun Picard artistic collaboration (Paris-Berlin)
He formed in the hip-hop, in the contemporary dance (with
May-Ling Bisogno, Peeping Tom, T.R.A.S.H., Denis Taffanel,
Lola Keraly and GOES Wölfl), in the game (with Andrés Spinelli, Ernesto Berardino, Rafael Bianciotto and Eric Frey), in
Buto and in the Kabuki (Gyohei Zaitsu and Shiro Daimon). He
danced for Nathalie Pernette, Dominique Rebaud, Dominique Boivin and Emanuel Gat, assists the choreographers Eric
Minh Cuong Castaing or Alessandro Sciarroni and collaborates with the collective of theater Das Plateau. Since 2010,
he develops his prop res projects, at first with the collective
The Point of Assembly, then the collective transdiciplinaire
w.o.r.k.?
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REPERTOIRE
SCHOOL OF MOON
Piece 2016 for 2 dancers, a group of children recruited in situ and robots
On stage, a disturbing community mixing childish bodies and robotics bodies questions our perception(collection) of the human being and its representation, first rock paintings in the robot humanoid, via the
cut-away diagram of Vinci, Michel - angel’s pietà or the corps de ballet. Three erae inspired the alive paintings(boards) deploy this double dramatic art of a community compassionnelle and its image, questioning the
empathy of the spectator. While the technical and technological evolution accompanied the awareness of us
even and our humanity, the children and robots dance and evoke this creative gesture(movement): represent
the man.
School of Moon arose from the meeting between Eric MCC and the roboticist Thomas Peyruse, who works
with the robotics platform Poppy of the laboratory INRIA of Bordeaux (Flowers team), who leads with
passion for years researches on robots humanoids and the development of their capacities of imitation and
generation of the human movement.
TOUR
27, 28 & 29 jan. 16 : Ballet National de Marseille (PREMIERE)
2, 3 & 4 féb. 16 : Klap, maison de la danse -Marseille
5 & 6 march 16 : extrait du spectacle - Médiathèque de Nancy avec le Ballet de Lorraine
16 apr. 16 : théâtre Mazades en co-réalisation avec le Cdc de Toulouse
21, 22, 23 & 24 may 16 : Tanzhaus de Dusseldorf
6 nov. 16 : Timisoara en Roumanie
3 feb. 17 : Centre culturel Antarés en partenariat avec le CDC le Cuvier-Artigues
PRODUCTION
In coproduction with the National Ballet of Marseille, Cdc of Toulouse Midi-Pyrénées, Tanzhaus of Düsseldorf, Klap-maison of the dance in Marseille and the Park and the Main Hall of La Villette.
In partnership Art / science with THE INRIA of robotics Bordeaux-section Flower and the robotics platform
Poppy.
This project received the subsides to the model and to the production Dicream-CNC of the Ministry of
Culture, the choreographic grant of the Foundation Beaumarchais SACD and the grant Art / Science of the
foundation Nina and Daniel Carasso, the Logirem foundation, the support of the Slide - Theater of Décines,
Cuvier Cdc of Aquitaine and Fablab of the city(estate) of the Sciences.
CASTING
Conception, choreography Eric Minh Cuong Castaing in close collaboration with the dancers Ana Pi and
assisting choreographer Gaétan Brun Picard ¦ Robotics Poppy Thomas Peyruse, robotics Nao Aurélien Conil,
technical help(assistant) Franck Jubin ¦ Robotics animation Cypria Donato ¦ Original music Gregoire Simon
and Alexandre Bouvier ¦ Light Sébastien Lefèvre ¦ Scenography Grégoire Faucheux ¦ Dramatic art Céleste
Germe ¦ Theoretical advice and documentation Marine Relinger ¦ Artistic collaboration Pauline Simon, Alessandro Scarrioni, Beatrice Mille
vidéo : http://shonen.info/schoolofmoon/

LIL’DRAGON piece 2013

On stage, a former star of the Royal Ballet of Cambodia who fled the Khmer dictatorship red and
modern dancer KRUMP embody two vital powers, two ways of being women and two forms of
struggle, struggling with an unexpected offspring.
In the game, a swarm of children: siblings, a pack, a humanity that become such a big sponge
and visceral body ingests and transforms the energies of the signs and seniors. This shock new
born images, icons corrupted. Many mental projections that affect the body in a delicate choreography embodied by the digital device (archive video, pixel art, robotics ...).
TOUR
11 feb 16, Krokus Festival on Hasselt (Belgique),
12 march 15, theater Toboggan on Décines
20 june 13, Kino Siska Centre for Urbain Culture on Ljubjana (Slovénie)
12 apr. 13, Théâter of Bligny
5 apr. 2013, Espace Culturel Boris Vian on Ulis
3-4 apr. 13, Agora on Evry
15-16 mars 13, Cdc of Toulouse
2-3 march 13, Tanzquarter on Vienna (Autriche)
23 féb. 2013, Centre des Arts of Enghein les bains
15-16 féb. 13, festival Artdanthé on Vanves (PREMIERE)

SHONEN production with the Choreographic Development Centre of Toulouse, the collective Essonne Dance Center of Enghien-les-Bains Arts, Artists Initiatives in Urban Dances
(Fondation de France, Parc de La Villette with the support of the Caisse des Depots et Consignations and ACSE). With the help of the model DICREAM - CNC and assistance at the
residence of Micadanses and support of the Atelier de Paris-Carolyn Carlson. This project
received the award SCAM “draft digital dream” help “Children and Culture” of the Fondation
de France and the support of the Office Formart.

KID BIRDS PROJECT installation + short movie, 2014-2015
Tribute to Merce Cunningham and his work Beach Birds For Camera ( 1993 ), children reinterpret
the body movements of master. This work of residence-mission gave rise to a declension of artistic
objects, co-realized by the choreographer Eric MCC and the director David Daurier: a short film (Kid
Birds For Camera) where this children’s thick cloud compose in their daily environment before before
their image scatters in particles; and a holographic installation, an experience of rematérialisation of
the bodies filmed (technology motion captures Rgbdtoolkit).
The whole project received the 1st prize of the artistic and cultural Boldness of the Ministry of Education, the culture and the communication

TOUR

KID BIRDS Installation holographic, 2015.
11-21 may 17 : Prisme on Elancourt
Jan. 17 : MAC on Créteil at partnership with Opéra de Paris
14-19 jan. 16 : Tanzhaus of DÜSSELDORF
11-16 nov. 15 : Scène nationale Lux Valence
April. 15 : festival Nanodanse, Cdc de Toulouse (PREMIERE)

KID BIRDS FOR CAMERA Short movie, 2014.
Oct. 16 : Expanded Corporalidad Festival in Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Oct. 16 : Diffusion en Roumanie (Timisoara Ambasada Venue, Brasov au Reduta
Cultural Center, Iasi au Fix Theater Studio)
FIVER 16 : 1er prix du film expérimental, La Rioja (Espagne)
June 16 : prix Best performers, Stories we dance Festival Videodance Contest,
Gênes (Italie)
Janv. 16 : 6th Athen Dance Project
Déc. 15 : Sinema Dans Ankara-Turquie
Nov. 15 : Honorable Mention of the Jury Award, Bucharest International Dance
Film Festival
Oct. 15 : Norrköping Film Festival Flimmer, Suède
Jan. 15 : Prix Best of the fest, OK Oklahoma Dance Film Festival, exposé au Crystal
Bridges Museum of Art in Bentonville, Arkansas.
Juilly. 14 : POOL - Internationales TanzFilmFestival of Berlin
10 avr. 14 : festival Nanodanse, Cdc de Toulouse (PREMIERE)
Video : http://shonen.info/kidbirds-instal/

CONFERENCES, PEDAGOGIE, COLLABORATIONS
# CONFERENCES & MASTERCLASS
13 oct. 2016 : Conference Origine & trajectory, on diversity on the stage, Onda & CDN of haute
Normandie
30 sept. 2016 : Conférence I love transmédia on la Gaité Lyrique, Paris
24 sept. 2016 : Conférence Danse connected on la biennale de Lyon
Nov. 2015 : Conférence « L’enfance sur scène » organised by l’ONDA & La belle saison
Oct. 2015 : Conférence Image / motion during eurpean Modul-dance on Mercat del flor
Oct. 2014 : Masterclass Live Art camp Hotel Obscura / Triage on Arthouse (Melbourne)
5 nov. 2014 : Workshop dance digital on body Picassien in Musée Picasso, Paris
March 2015 : Résidency & Masterclass on Montréal Circuit-Est & Cdc la Briqueterie
April 2012 : Masterclass Festival A’corps
#EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTIONS (2012 - 2016)
2016: 80 hours of workshops for the festival of Marseille within the framework of the project
« l’Âge d’or » with disabled people / 48 hours of workshops dance and robot Poppy with the
dance studio Cuvier-Artigues and robotics laboratory INRIA, within the framework of the
project School of Moon on 2015-2016: 200 hours in Residence mission to Bagnolet with « Les
Rencontres chorégraphiques internationales de Seine Saint Denis » at the high school Henaff,
at the primary school Henry Wallon, in the community centers of Toffoletti and to the academy of Bagnolet and Montreuil. 75 hours in Residence mission with the Contemporary Arts
Center « Rurart » in the region Poitou-Charentes at the school of regional adapted education(teaching) Anne Frank 2012-2015: 200 hours of artistic workshops dance and digital arts for the
performance lil’ Dragon (Vienna, Lujbjana, Hasselt, Ezainville, Vanves, Evry, Lardy, Toulouse,
Décines)

# ARTISTIC COLLABORATIONS
2015 Aurora Alessandro Scarionni’s Performance with
blind players of Goaball,
in June, 2012, Interpreter invited for the room Ich sah: Das
Lamm auf dem Berg Zion, Offb. 14,1 of Va Wolfl-NeuerTanz
on 2005 to 2008, 1st Production assistant for the series of
cartoon film Mikido (France, India and Luxembourg)
on 2004 Cos-realizations of the short film The migration
Bigoudenn with Alexandre Heboyan and Fafah Togora.

HISTORIQUE
KAIJU piece 2011

TOUR
2-3 juil. 13, Tanzhaus d’Hellerau à Dresden (Allemagne)
4-6 déc. 13, CND de Pantin
12 nov. 13, Festival Temps d’images à Cluj (Roumanie)
15 avr. 12, Festival A’corps à Poitiers
2-3 mars 12, Le Centquatre à Paris
17 déc. 11, L’Archipel à Perpignan
21 oct. 11, Festival le Temps d’image au 104 à Paris
2 nov. 11, Scène Nationale de Cavaillon
7 oct. 11, Centre des arts d’Enghein les bains
8 mai 11, Le Cube à Issy les Moulinaux
12 févr. 11, Première au CCN de La Rochelle

Shonen production in co-production with the NAC La Rochelle, Initiatives in Urban Dance
Artists (Fondation de France, Parc de La Villette with the support of the Caisse des Depots
et Consignations and ACSE), CCN de Créteil, [Ars] numerica, European Centre for digital
creation in Montbeliard, Le Cube - Centre for digital creation in Issy-les-Moulineaux, the
Theatre de L ‘Archipel - Scene agreement with Perpignan.
With the aid choreography DRAC Ile de France, the device for multimedia artistic creation
(DICREAM) - National Centre for Cinema and the moving image, using the model and production and help ADAMI and SPEDIDAM.
Kaiju received at the Dancing price / new technology Franco -Québécois Office of Youth in
the international competition of the festival Bains Digital in June 2010 and Lagardère 2010
Digital scholarship.numérique Lagardère 2010.
Extrait video : http://vimeo.com/76712730

# MINOTAUROMACHISM - performance witha bodybuilder on Musée Festival Jardins synthétiques,
5 nov. 2014
# BUTO KID - photographic serie on Chapelle des Augustins, CRDP Poitiers, 25 june 2014
# CYCLO - installation performance digital arts with 30 pratiquants de Viet vo Dao – festival Made in
asia, janv. 2014
# ET SI LES ROBOTS DANSAIENT ? - performance on festival Bains Numériques #7 at Enghien-lesBains, 16 juin 2012
# OÙ EST NIKOLAIS AUJOURD’HUI ? - performance on Centre National de la Danse at Pantin, 8
févr. 2011
# Krash Knights - photographic serie on Point Ephémère-Paris, janv. 2008

FUTUR
L’ÂGE D’OR

short-movie & performance - end 2017.

Creation of a reality fiction with the children of the medical Institute specialized Thys ( Marseille).
In spring, 2016, the choreographer Eric MCC led 50 hours of workshops crossing dance and the technology of the virtual helmets with groups children affected by mental and driving disorders. These
sessions took place within the institute specialized Thys in close collaboration with the team medical,
with the cooperation of the festival of Marseille, the national Ballet of Marseille and Klap.
During this first phase of research, Eric MCC invited various artists of the field of the live performance
(Silvia Costa, Aloun Marchal and Gaétan Brun Picard), a researcher engineer Thomas Peyruse, a journalist theorist in visual arts, Marine Relinger, as well as a plastics technician video director, Marc Da
Cunha Lopes, who filmed the working sessions and the everyday life(daily paper) of the center.
PERSPECTIVES
This interdisciplinary collaborative work aims at first at the realization of a medium-length film,
between documentary and fiction, for the end of 2017. He could afterward come in a series of works,
in the lineage of the previous project Kid Birds (with children firstly newcomers around the choreography of «Beach Birds» of Merce Cunningham) which gave rise to the creation of a court - measurement, of a performance and a plastic installation.
THE THEME OF L’ÂGE D’OR
Showing a particular «porosity» in the outer stimuli, the children question our perception in the face
of their sensitive intensity. Like artists crude oil, it sign for us the end of a clear and definitive representation. L’Âge d’or beyond the standards.
OCULUS / THE VIRTUAL HELMET
Carrying virtual helmets, the children see what see the dancers, who carry(wear) in the forehead a
camera. A « cycle of the look « begins, associating the dancers, the children, the public.
More : http://shonen.info/age/

7even Choreographic piece in June, 2017 - Festival of Marseille

Order of the ballet of Marseille for 7 choreographers with 7 dancers of the BNM about the manifesto 7 nécéssités, wrote byt the choreographers Emio Gréco and Peter C Scholten.

REVUE DE PRESSE
Review from Audrey Chazelle for Mouvement : «School of 3ieme Type»
http://www.mouvement.net/critiques/critiques/ecole-du-3eme-type

«... When the children remove the dark coat on which they walked, ran, danced, it is to open a new page of the
history, cleaned up, white. The organic or artificial presences incorporate in the image, in the slowness of the
movement, the precision of the gesture. The dance rethinks language, in search of a new codification... «
Review from Géraldine Pigault for the website Magmaa : « School of moon or the possibility of one later»
http://www.magmaa.fr/2016/02/01/school-of-moon-ou-la-possibilite-dun-apres/
«... To become like a child, it is all the stake there. The collection(quest) of otherness between human beings and robots
adorns itself with archaic gestures(movements), with instinctive and finally universal pendulums. Thinner, touches by
touch, the nuances of this ancestral and sensitive washing, Eric Minh Cuong Castaing restores a melancholic universe,
marked with innocence and with gravity...»
Extract interview from Eric Minh Cuong Castaing for the magazin Mouvement :
http://mouvement.net/teteatete/entretiens/danse-avec-les-robots
« There is a real ping-pong between the researchers and us. There is a very big scientific bolt on the question of the contact
to make things with the robots which the scientists in two years of research did not have been able yet to make. We worked on the lax of the body of the robot and we even managed to make him crawl. We thus move forward together!»
http://evene.lefigaro.fr -Review for the piece KAIJU at 2013 :
«This choreography of Eric Minh Cuong Castaing, also graphic designer of 3D animation, reconfigures the body in the measure of its current territory, at the same time local and world, fed by a continuous flow of images at the time of the mass
media and at the time of the entertainment.»
Book 20 years of dance on CDC de Toulouse- edition 2015- chapter «And in twenty years?»
«... Eric Minh Cuong Castaing (...) Consider the digital image as a « material in movement which, inoculated to the
tray(plateau), comes to increase the representation « and who it exploits the « fictional potential «. Here, the disorder
settles down between the present body on the scene, all that he can represent and the polysemy of the thrown(planned)
images. The effects of the new technologies (motion captures, texturage by video mapping to modify the architecture) are
used in a logic of fusion disturbing the perception(collection) and the representations... «
Report France 3 Lorraine- school of moon on Nancy march 2016 : https://vimeo.com/158908010

IMAGES / MOVEMENT

Krash Knights - Elise Pailloncy & Eric Minh Cuong Castaing, 2008

lil’dragon - Elise Pailloncy & Eric Minh Cuong Castaing - Cdc de Toulouse, 2013

School of moon - Marc Da Cunha Lopes & Eric Minh Cuong Castaing, 2016

L’ Âge d’or - Eric Minh Cuong Castaing, 2016
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